IN MIAMI
APRIL 22 - 24, 2022

SPONSORSHIP

Opportunities

OUR MISSION AND

Vision

SHE RECOVERS® Foundation is a 501(c)(3) non-profit public charity and an
international movement of self-identified women who are in or seeking recovery from
a wide variety of life experiences, including substance use disorders, mental health
challenges, trauma, abuse, cancer, grief, and any other life experience from which
they hope to heal.
Since 2011, SHE RECOVERS has been creating welcoming spaces
and transformative opportunities – on and offline – to connect, support and
empower recovering women.
SHE RECOVERS envisions a future where women from diverse backgrounds have
the access, resources, support and freedoms necessary to cultivate individualized and
holistic pathways to find health, sustain long-term recovery, achieve their potential, and
help other women to do the same.

C O N N E C T

•

Support

•

E M P O W E R

OUR

Demographics

S H E R E C O V E R S began in 2011 as a Facebook page and

passion project of Dawn

Nickel, PhD and her daughter Taryn Strong, RYT.
The O N L I N E C O M M U N I T Y has grown to a

loyal and engaged

audience of over 325,000 with 150 new subscribers each week.

The majority of F O L L O W E R S A R E W O M E N who reside in the USA, and are
between the ages of 25 and 54.
O V E R 8 0 % of the SHE RECOVERS community are

women in or

seeking recovery from substance use disorders, other addictions, and/or
mental health challenges including depression and anxiety.

SHE RECOVERS operates a R E S O U R C E - I N S P I R E D website, blog and podcast, and
provides a lifeline of support 24/7 through support groups, professionally facilitated twice-daily
online gatherings, weekly educational series, and trauma-informed embodiment practices.

OUR SOCIAL

Communities

INSTAGRAM

NEWSLETTER

FACEBOOK

12,500+ Subscribed (with
an average increase of
200+ per month)

277k on Public Page
11,300 in Groups

TWITTER

YOU TUBE

PODCAST

785

2,000 views/month

285,500 downloads

21.2k

PREVIOUS

Events

SHE RECOVERS in MIAMI will build on the wildly successful SHE RECOVERS in NYC
and SHE RECOVERS in LA events. Our commitment is to improve these signature
conferences each and every year.

I N N YC

IN LA

MAY 5 - 7, 2017

SEPT 14 - 16, 2018

OUR EVENT

Audience

We know from our experience that the women who will join us
in person and online will consist of:
Women wanting to explore (in a welcoming

Family members and friends of

and non-judgemental space) what recovery

recovering individuals who are seeking

from behavioral health issues and other life

their own supportive community and

challenges looks like.

recovery-focused resources.

Women looking to be inspired in their

Professionals who work with women at

recovery from other life challenges (trauma,

all points along the recovery spectrum.

grief, loss, disordered eating, workaholism, etc).
Recovery industry authors,
Women in long term recovery

thought leaders, influencers, and

looking to take their personal growth and

entrepreneurs.

self-development to a higher level.

PREVIOUS

Sponsors

We are grateful to our past supporters and excited to create new alliances and
partnerships for the future.

drink water, not sugar

®

PAST

Exhibitors

CALIBRE OF OUR

Speakers

SHE RECOVERS has a reputation for presenting leading inspirational changemakers and
speakers at our previous conferences.

MARIANNE WILLIAMSON

ELIZABETH VARGAS

GABRIELLE BERNSTEIN

GLENNON DOYLE

CHERYL STRAYED

MACKENZIE PHILLIPS

JANET MOCK

ELENA BROWER

NYC & LA EVENT

98

%

Summary

98% of attendees surveyed said they would like to attend
another large SHE RECOVERS event in the future.

Average Age of Attendees:

Average Household Annual Income:

Age 18 to 29

4%

<40k

12%

Age 30 to 49

58%

41-65k

10%

Age 50 to 69

37%

66-100k

22%

Age 70+

2%

>100k

56%

SHE RECOVERS MIAMI

Event

SHE RECOVERS in MIAMI is an innovative three-day event taking place at the
iconic Biltmore Hotel, April 22-24, 2022.
This exciting event will gather and engage 600 women of all ages and backgrounds
who are interested in exploring a wide range of holistic recovery pathways and
patchworks centering on mind, body, and spirit.
SHE RECOVERS in MIAMI will highlight and celebrate strength, diversity, inclusion,
and innovation…by women for women. This event will be every bit as spectacular as
our first two conferences but with a fresh and fun twist. When surveyed, our former
guests recently told us they would prefer to do less sitting, have more time to connect
with friends old and new, be given a little more down time to reflect and process, visit
exhibitors and enjoy more music. We listened.

OUR MIAMI

Speakers

We are beyond excited to showcase two amazing and provocative keynote speakers at our Miami
conference…as well as welcome other inspirational changemakers and thought leaders.

ASHLEY JUDD

LAURA
MCKOWEN

NIKKI
MYERS

NADIA BOLZ-WEBER

ESTER
NICHOLSON

PAMELA
RUEDA
DEVENPORT

JENNIFER PASTILOFF

VALERIE
MASONJOHN

SHARI
HAMPTON

ELAINE
ALEC

PRELIMINARY

Program

The uniqueness of our program will be found in well-thought-out elements set in specially
curated themed “spaces.”

S H E Gathers

S H E Inspires

S H E Refuels

Pool-side welcome reception –
and later – solo traveler’s
meetup. (Friday)

Main ballroom keynotes
and speakers
(All weekend)

Fresh air paired with fresh
nutritious food
(Saturday and Sunday)

S H E Explores

S H E Recharges

S H E Connects

A 7,000 sq ft marketplace profiling
products and resources...& more
(All weekend)

Take a self-care break or visit
quietly with friends
(All weekend)

Outdoor balcony to connect and
enjoy a cool, alcohol-free drink
(All weekend)

S H E Moves

S H E Meditates

Yoga and dance outdoors.
More yoga. And a run.
(Saturday & Sunday morning)

Think quiet room full of cushions.
Breathing. Guided meditations.
(All weekend)

OUR

Symposium

The SHE RECOVERS 'Empowering Women to Recover & Thrive' Symposium is being
held in conjunction with SHE RECOVERS in MIAMI and is expected to be a huge draw for
professionals and consumers alike.

Presented by
With Keynote: Jennifer Storm

The Biltmore Hotel, Miami
CEs available for this Symposium

EVENT VENUE

The Biltmore Hotel Miami

We can’t wait to introduce our sponsors and supporters to
the effortless beauty and sophistication of the Biltmore Hotel,
a National Historic Landmark located in the exclusive
neighborhood of Coral Gables with close proximity to Miami
Beach and Downtown Miami. The resort features spectacular
Mediterranean architecture with classic Italian, Moorish, and
Spanish influences spread over 150 acres of tropical landscape.
The Biltmore Hotel opened in 1926 and unveiled a $30 million
facelift in December 2018. We will enjoy one of the largest
freshwater pools in the country, an 18-hole golf course, and a
sprawling lobby that once hosted glamorous personalities
including Ginger Rogers and the Duke and Duchess of Windsor.
We were able to secure a large block of rooms at a rate of only
$279 usd per night (based on double occupancy).

Conference Center of the Americas
The resort features 75,000 total square feet of function space
including the Conference Center of the Americas which has
become South Florida’s preferred site for high-level professional
and executive education programming.
The CCA features 40,000 square feet of exceptional function
space that includes eight main meeting rooms, six breakout
rooms, a 6,200-square-foot ballroom, two state-of-the-art, tiered
amphitheaters that seat groups of 60-90 and 90-130 persons,
and a private executive boardroom, all set within the historic
ambiance and luxurious surroundings of The Biltmore.

COMBINING THE ELEGANCE OF THE
1 9 2 0 S W I T H T H E L U X U R Y O F T O D AY

WHY

Sponsor?

There are 30 million North Americans living in substance use recovery today - and
millions more seeking recovery. Half of them are women.
SHE RECOVERS in MIAMI builds on the idea that women are seeking unique and varied
pathways into and through recovery as well as connection with other women. When it
comes to support, women want CHOICE.
SHE RECOVERS in MIAMI provides an opportunity for sponsors to align themselves
with a recovery & wellness movement not seen before; a movement that will continue to
grow and evolve on an individual AND collective basis long after the event.
This inspiring weekend will gather women who want access to the latest information,
resources, products and services. Sponsors have the opportunity to engage with the
emerging movement of women who choose to celebrate and live in hope, health
and happiness.

WHY IT

Matters

The imperative to increase support and resources for women in or seeking recovery from
substance use disorders and other behavioral health issues has never been stronger.

In the U.S. WOMEN COMPRISE 40%

Drinking and binge drinking is

of those with a lifetime drug use disorder.

INCREASING among

Women are also at HIGH RISK for developing

Between 1999 and 2015, the

other behavioral

health issues.

The prevalence of eating

disorders,

women.

(NIAAA, 2017)

rate of deaths from prescription

opioid overdoses INCREASED 471%
among women. (CDC, 2017)

especially anorexia nervosa and bulimia
nervosa, is HIGHEST IN FEMALES.

Women also have consistently higher

prevalence rates of anxiety disorders and
are about TWICE AS LIKELY as men to
develop a major depression disorder.

Events like
SHE RECOVERS in MIAMI
are PARAMOUNT to smashing

the stigma that prevents women
from seeking help.

MODERN

Recovery

Women across North America (and beyond) are shaping their own recovery and healing
themselves so they can in turn, heal those around them. Sponsors of SHE RECOVERS in
MIAMI will align their organization with innovative and life-changing practices that women in
recovery are making a part of their daily lives.

YOGA • MEDITATION • COACHING • NUTRITION • BODYWORK • BOOKS • ART • FITNESS

RECOVERY BLOGS • RETREATS • RECOVERY PROGRAMS OF ALL TYPES

• MEDICAL SUPPORT

INSPIRATIONAL SPEAKERS & AUTHORS • ESSENTIAL OILS • SOMATIC HEALING • THERAPY

HOLISTIC BEAUTY • MUSIC • TREATMENT • NATURAL WELLNESS APPROACHES

WEBINARS • COMMUNITY • DANCE & EMBODIMENT PRACTICES

SPONSOR

Beneﬁts

I M M E D I A T E E X P O S U R E to the online community of SHE RECOVERS (over 325,000

actively-engaged women)

Additional O N L I N E A N D S O C I A L M E D I A E X P O S U R E via keynote speakers,
presenters and collaborative partners already aligned with SHE RECOVERS

A L I G N M E N T with a ground-breaking women’s

wellness & recovery

movement (recovering from a myriad of life experiences)

Opportunity to interact with high-income, brand-loyal women in recovery.
Increase brand awareness, and showcase products & services to a T A R G E T E D A N D
RESPONSIVE AUDIENCE

Opportunity to contribute to

sustainable social change and give back to community

SPONSOR OPPORTUNITIES

Packages

SHE RECOVERS in MIAMI will partner with each sponsor to create
innovative and individualized sponsorship packages.
We want this event to be as REWARDING for our sponsors as it will be for us!
Sponsorship opportunities can be customized to meet meaningful goals and objectives
for yourorganization while enhancing the conference experience for our attendees.
We look forward to working with you - and within your budget - to create a
one-of-a-kind opportunity to introduce your organization to our community.

M U T U A L LY R E W A R D I N G

SPONSOR

Opportunities

Gift to SHE RECOVERS Foundation
Complimentary registration

PRESENTING

EMPOWERED

CONFERENCE

SUPPORTING

SPONSOR

BY SPONSOR

SPONSOR

SPONSOR

EXHIBITORS

VENDORS

$1,500

$25,000

$20,000

$10,000

$5,000

$3,000

1

1

1

1

1

Preferred Space

Preferred Space

6 Foot Table

PROMOTIONAL RIGHTS
Logo on conference registration bags (include photo)
Mainstage logo presence
Sponsor remarks to attendees (Up to 5 mins before the keynote; Live or video)
Logo on all online and offline communication, marketing and press materials
Priority seating at keynote addresses and general sessions
Logo on Step & Repeat Banner
Logo on digital signage throughout event
Logo on conference badges
Logo on SHE RECOVERS in Miami Event page
Exhibit Space

Preferred Space

Preferred Space

Promotional material/giveaway in conference registration bags

SOCIAL MEDIA PROMOTION
Interview with Sponsor Representative on SHE RECOVERS PODCAST and
Facebook LIVE
Exclusive blog post about sponsor organization on SHE RECOVERS blog
Sponsor highlight in SHE RECOVERS Newsletter
(14,000 subscribers and growing)
Sponsor listing in SHE RECOVERS Newsletter
Promotional giveaways on SHE RECOVERS Facebook
Acknowledgement of sponsoring organization on FB and Instagram

6 Foot Table

EVENT
“I feel

Testimonials

inspired to continue my personal development and growth. The event was
exceptionally well run, inspirational, informative and transformative.”

“The energy was amazing. Not to mention

the calibre of the event, the food,

the speakers, the gifts, the swag.”

“I've been in the treatment industry for 20 years and

this was the best recovery

conference - in terms of both content and production - that I have attended.”

“I don't even know how to articulate my best takeaway as it was all

so amazing.

Can I say everything?”

“Thank you for showing women that recovery - from all of the things - is truly something
to celebrate.

Our industry needs more of this.”

SHE RECOVERS INTENTIONS &
We are

Guiding Principles

all R E C O V E R I N G from something.

We don’t have to hit rock bottom to P U R S U E R E C O V E R Y in any area of our lives.
We believe in

early intervention.

supported

to find &
We must be
follow individualized P A T H W A Y S &
P A T C H W O R K S of recovery.

past wounds

We answer the call to heal our
and I N T E R G E N E R AT I O N A L T R A U M A S so we
can live fully in the present.

Recovery is a J O U R N E Y T O W H O L E N E S S . We learn to take care of our body, mind, emotions & spirit.
We focus on our S T R E N G T H S , not our
defects. This is how we

change.

radical

We understand that the practice of
S E L F - L O V E is paramount to our well-being.

individual work

We do our
in order to create & hold healing
spaces for everyone. A L L W O M E N deserve recovery.

we’re ready

When
, we recover out loud so that women
who are struggling can find & J O I N O U R M O V E M E N T .

purpose.

Connection is our sole (soul)
We’re S T R O N G E R T O G E T H E R .

FOR MORE

Information

Katie Christianson
PARTNERSHIPS & DEVELOPMENT

katie.christianson@sherecovers.org
www.sherecovers.org

